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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of a complex 
symmetric matrix with prescribed diagonal elements and singular values. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The singular values of a square matrix S with real or complex numbers as 
entries are the eigenvalues of the positive semidefinite matrix ( SS*)1/2, where 
S* is the conjugate transpose of S. These nonnegative numbers play many 
roles in linear algebra, roles of steadily growing importance. See [3], for 
example. The objective of this present paper is to establish a new and quite 
unexpected result concerning singular values. This result is, in some sense, a 
supplement to the properties of singular values established in [6]. 
Let S be a complex and symmetric matrix, i.e., S equals its transpose S f. 
We wish to establish the relationship between the diagonal elements of S 
and the singular values of S. 
THEOREM 1. Let d,, . . . ,d,, be complex numbers, and sl,. . . ,s,, rwnnega- 
tive real numbers, enumerated so that 
(d,( > ... > Id”/, s1 > ... > s,,. 
Then: a complex symmetric matrix S existi with d,,. . . ,d,, as its diagonal 
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elements and s 1, . . . , s, as its singular values, if and only if 
l<k<n, (I) 
k-l 
EIId,IeigkId,l 6 i si-sk, 1 <k <n* (2) 
i=l 
i#k 
n-3 n-2 
X Idi1 - l&21 - 14-11 - IhI < izl ‘i - ‘n-1 - %* (3) 
i=l 
(The condition (3) is absent when n is 1 or 2.) 
It is remarkable that, besides the two families of inequalities (l), (2), 
there should just be a single inequality (3). It is curious, as well, that the left 
side of (2) contains n - k + 1 negative terms, whereas the right side has just 
one negative term. 
In passing, we remark that conditions (1) plus the k = n case of (2) are 
known [6] to be the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
matrix S (not necessarily symmetric) with prescribed diagonal elements and 
singular values. Thus, the assumption of symmetry enters our theorem 
through the conditions (2) for k = n - 1, n - 2, * * . , 1 and through the condi- 
tion (3). In the not necessarily symmetric case, the condition (2) for k = n is, 
in some sense, a substitute for the usual equality condition (a “trace” 
condition) that is required in many dominance relations. Presumably, then, 
in the symmetric case, the condition (3) is in some manner a substitute for 
the lack of a condition involving an equality sign. This admittedly vague 
explanation of the role of (3) is the best that can presently be given. 
We were led to the above theorem, not out of a desire to generalize 
results in [6], but instead to solve a problem emanating from elementary 
particle physics. In two recent papers [7,8], the physicists R. Tromberg and 
S. Waldenstrom discussed the possible diagonal elements of unitary matrices 
which are also (complex) symmetric, conjecturing that an inequality equiv- 
alent to (3) should, together with the previously known conditions (2) for 
k = n and IdI1 < 1, fully describe the allowable diagonals. They were able to 
prove the necessity of (3) for their complex symmetric unitary matrices, but 
could prove sufficiency only when n =3. The diagonal elements of these 
matrices are of interest to physicists because they yield probabilities in 
certain physical processes. Our original desire in undertaking the present 
investigation was to prove the conjecture of Tromberg and Waldenstrom, 
and we have succeeded. 
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COROLLARY. There exists a complex unitary and symmetric matrix with 
prescribed muin diagonal elements d,, . * - , d,, (numbered as above) if and 
only if 
n-l 
I4 -G 1, Z ldil-ldnl (n-2, 
i-l 
n-3 
C Idi1 - lkzl - 14-11 - 141 G n - 4 
i=l 
(the last condition for n > 3 only). 
Proof Set s1 = s, = - * . = .s, = 1 in Theorem 1. n 
There is an equivalent version of Theorem 1 which is of considerable 
interest in itself. 
THEOREM 2. Let z = [z,, . . . ,z,]” and w = [q, . . . ,w,,]’ be complex column 
n- tuples with the numbering such that 
Then: there exists a unita y matrix U = [uii] such that 
z =[u;]w, 
if and only if 
(4 
k-l 
i~llzil-i~klzil G i~llwil-lwkl~ ’ Gk ‘ny (6) 
i#k 
n-3 n-2 
iTl l’il - I%-21 - I%-11 - lznl G izl lwil - lwn-ll - Iwnl* (7) 
(The condition (7) is present only for n > 3.) The matrix [u,:] in (4) has each 
entry equal to the square of the corresponding entry of the unitary matrix 
u= [Uii]. 
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The significance of Theorem 2 is this: It is a complex valued counterpart 
of the well-known theorem of Alfred Horn [4] on orthostochastic transforms 
of real n-vectors. (A matrix M is orthostochastic if M= [l~~~[~], where [uii] is 
unitary.) Horn’s theorem is that real column n-tuples x, y are linked by 
y = sx with 5 doubly stochastic if and only if y = Mx with M ortho- 
stochastic, and for this the usual inequalities of dominance are necessary and 
sufficient. Our Theorem 2 thus is a contribution to dominance theory for 
complex valued vectors. The fact that such a complex analogue of Horn’s 
theorem should exist is quite unexpected, and the form of this analogue is 
even more unexpected. 
The easy proof of the equivalence of Theorem 1 and 2 will be given in 
Sec. 11. We remark that we know no direct proof of Theorem 2; we are able 
to prove it only because of this equivalence with Theorem 1. Unfortunately, 
this latter theorem has a very long and intricate proof, as will be seen below. 
A proof more conceptual than that to follow would be of great interest, 
particularly if it should reveal the underlying geometrical properties that 
make Theorem 1 valid. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The first two lemmas are due to I. Schur [5]. As they are basic for our 
development, we outline proofs. 
LEMMA 1. Let S be a complex symmetric matrix with singular values 
s1, * * *, s,,. Then a unitary matrix U exists such that S= UDU’, where D= 
diag(s,, . . . , s,). 
Proof. Unitary matrices U, V exist such that S = UDV. Symmetry im- 
plies WD= DW’ where W= V-“U. Hence WD2W* =(WD)(WD)* = 
(DW’)(DWt)* = D2. Thus W commutes with D2 and therefore with D, 
since D can be expressed as a polynomial in D2. Let D = diag(A, 0) where A 
is nonsingular. The commutativity of W with D forces W= diag( W,, W,). 
From WD= DW’ and WD= DW we deduce that W,A=AW[=AW,, and 
hence that W, is symmetric. Changing U to Udiag(Z, Wzl), we preserve 
S = UDV, and change W to Wdiag(Z, W2-l), that is, we replace W, by an 
identity matrix. Hence W = V - "U is now symmetric. Let p(X) be a poly- 
nomial such that W’12 = p(W); this always exists. Then W1j2 is symmetric 
and commutes with D, and therefore S= UDV= UDW-‘?Jt= UDW-‘U’ 
= UW-‘/2DW-‘/2U’ = ( m-‘/2)D( UW-‘/2)‘. Renaming w-‘/2 a U, 
the proof is complete. q 
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LEMMA 2. Complex symmetric matrices S,, S, are related by S, = US, Ut 
for scnne unitary U if and only if S, and S, have the same singular values. 
Proof. Easily follows from Lemma 1. n 
LEMMA 3. There exists a 2X2 complex symmetric matrix 
Ix= 
4 2 
[ 1 2 d2 
with prescribed diagonal elements d,,d, (such that IdI1 > Id& and prescribed 
singular values u1 > u2, if and only if 
I4 + I4 >a, -% (9) 
Proof. The 2 x 2 matrix above has singular values ui, us if and only if 
ld,l’+ Id,~2+2~z~2=u;+u;, (10) 
I d,dz - J?‘[= ulu2. (11) 
These are just the obvious conditions on the characteristic polynomial of 
,ZZ*. From (11) we deduce ld,dzl - 1~1’ <~,a,, lz12- IdId <u,u2, and u1u2 < 
ld,dzl + 1~1’; substituting for lz12 from (lo), we get (8) and (9). 
Conversely, suppose (8) 
z2 = { lz12, where 
and (9) hold. Then ld,12+ ld21” <a:+ u,“. Set 
1212 = 
u;+u,2-~d,~2-ld2~2 
2 
and 5 is a complex number of modulus one to be chosen presently. Then (10) 
holds; we wish to choose 1 such that (11) holds. This will be possible if the 
circle C in the complex plane centered at d,d2 and of radius u1u2 intersects 
the circle r centered at the origin of radius 1z12 = (a; + ui- ld,12 - ld212)/2. 
This intersecting will occur if C has points both inside and outside of r. If 0 
is not within C, this intersecting will occur if ldld21 -u,u,< lzl’< ld,d21+ 
u1u2, and if 0 is within C, it will occur if u1u2 - IdId < lz12 <~,a, + Id,d,l. 
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(These inequalities simply assert that the point on C nearest 0 is within I 
and the point on C furthest from 0 is outside I.) That these inequalities hold 
follows from (8) and (9). n 
In the following four lemmas, we consider a 2 x 2 complex symmetric 
matrix 
with real diagonal elements, numbered so that IdI1 > 141, and singular values 
61 > (12. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that dl,dz are both nonnegative. Then: z must be 
real if equality holds in the inequality IdI1 + ldzl <a, + u2. 
Proof. jd,I+ldzl=al+ u2 implies d,2 + di + 2d,d, = u; + ui + 2u,u,, and 
hence, by (10) and (ll), d,d,=~z~2+Idldz-z2~. This evidently is a case of 
equality in the triangle inequality; equality implies that z2 and d,d2 - z2 are 
on the same ray out of 0, and therefore that dld2 and z2 are on the same ray 
of 0. If d,d2 >0 we deduce z2 > 0, and hence that z is real. If d,d2=0 we 
have 0 = z2 + I- z12; hence .z is zero and therefore real. W 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that d, > 0 >d,. Then equality in the inequality 
IdI1 - Id21 < u1 - u2 implies that z is real. 
Proof. Jd,l - l&l = u1 - a2 implies d; + dl-2d,ld21 = u; + CT: -2u,u2; 
hence by (10) and (ll), Id,d,-z21=Idld21 + 1~1~. Here is another case of 
equality in the triangle inequality; thus d,d2 and - z2 are on the same ray 
out of 0. As d,d2 < 0, this implies z2 > 0, and hence that z is real. n 
LEMMA 6. Assume that d, < 0 and d, <O. Then - IdI1 - Id21 Q 
- (ui - a,); equality implies that z is real. 
Proof. The inequality is just (9). Equality implies, by calculations similar 
to those above, that ~.~~~=~z~-d~d~l +Id,d,l. This again is equality in the 
triangle inequality, so that z2 - d,d2 and d,d2 are on a common ray out of 0. 
Hence so are z2 and d,d2 > 0. Therefore z is real. W 
LEMMA 7. If &=O, then ldil=u,--a,. 
Proof. Direct computation using (lo), (11). W 
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LEMMA 8. The matrix 
I 
Dl--(JZ a,+a2 -~ 
2 2 
a,+a2 (J1- 02 -~ 
2 2 
has singular values u1 and u2. 
Praof. Direct verification using (10) and (11). 
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LEMMAS. The singular values u1 > u2 > ug of the 3 x 3 matrix 
depend only on [x11, Ix21, 1.~~1, and indeed satisfy u1 = a,+ u3. 
Proof, The singular values depend only on the moduli squared of the 
elements, the moduli squared of the 2 X 2 subdeterminants, and the modulus 
squared of the full matrix. It is easy to see that these moduli squared involve 
only M2, lz212, 1z312, and not zr,zs, z, themselves. Thus we can change z,,z,,z, 
to equimodular real values without changing the singular values. So make 
this change, and now the matrix is real symmetric. Let its eigenvalues be 
h, > h, > A3. The largest of the moduli of these is ur, and the smallest u3. By 
the trace condition, h, +X2 +h, =O. Plainly A, > 0,O > X3. If lhil> [X,1, then 
h, < 0 and ui = Xi, u2 = -X3, ua = -h,; hence ui = u2 + u3, If lhil Q [X,1, then 
X2 > 0 and ui = -X3, u2 = Xi, u3 = h,, and again ui = u2 + u3. n 
REMARK. The condition (3) appears in Theorem 1 essentially because of 
Lemma 9. 
LEMMA 10. Let S = UDU’, where U = [uii] is unitary, D = 
diag(si,. . . , s,,), and S has diagonal elementi d,, . . . ,d,,. Then 
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Proof. Direct computation. 
LEMMA 11. Under the assumptions in Lemma 10 and s1 Z * * * as,,, 
Sl< i: ldil + i: si. (13) 
i=l i=2 
Proof. Let E = [cl, . . . , c,,], where the 4 are complex numbers of modulus 
one, with 4 chosen such that eiiuft is nonnegative. Let d= [d,, . . . ,dJ, 
ui = [t&, . . .) u,fJ’. From (12) we get 
d=s,u,+s,u,+-** +snun; 
hence 
and thus 
s,u,=d-s,u,-... -s u . n ?a) 
SlEUl =cd-szeuz-‘.. -s,,q,. 
Now EU~ is the sum of the moduh squared of the first column entries of 
unitary U; hence eui = 1. Similarly, by the triangle inequality and the fact 
that U is unitary, leuzl < 1; * * , I EU,[ < 1. Taking the absolute value of each 
side of (14), and using the triangle inequality, we obtain (13). n 
LEMMA 12. Zf S is complex symmetric, p Xp with singular values 
o,> *** > up, and zero principal diagonal, then 
fJ,Qa,+a,+~~~ +up. (15) 
Proof Set d,= d,= . . . =0 in Lemma 11. n 
TERMINOLOGY. The term “unitary transform” of a complex symmetric 
matrix S will mean to pass to USU’ for some unitary U. 
3. NECESSITY PROOF: THE MAXIMAL MATRICES 
Our objective in Sets. 3 and 4 is to establish that the diagonal elements 
and singular values of a complex symmetric matrix satisfy the inequalities 
(l), (2), (3). By Lemma 1, a symmetric S with prescribed singular values has 
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the form S = UDU’, where D=diag(s 
consider the sum 
i, . . . , s,). Let S = (sii). We are going to 
ISIll + . . * +bkkl - bk+I,k+I I_... - I%,"l (16) 
for a fixed k, 0 < k <n. Regarding U as variable and D as fixed, this 
expression depends continuously on U, and as U ranges over the compact set 
of all n-square unitary matrices, (16) has an assumed maximum. Among the 
matrices S for which (16) takes its maximal value, there will be matrices 
having the greatest possible number of nonzero diagonal elements. Such a 
matrix S will be called maximal; we wish to study maximal matrices in detail. 
Passing to U,SU: or to PSPt, where U, is a diagonal unitary matrix and P a 
permutation matrix, we may confine attention to maximal matrices with real 
diagonal elements, and also assume that the diagonal elements of the 
maximal matrix S to be studied in detail below satisfy sii > . . + 2; s, > 0 > s,,, 
> **. 
ask+l k+l. Some steps below will be absent if k is 0, 1, or n - 1. 
We certainly have I~~+i,~+ij \<s&, since otherwise an interchange of sti 
and sk+l k+l 
then s ’ 
would increase (16). Thus if any of sk+i,k+ 1,. . . ,s,,, are nonzero, 
ll,. . . , skk ae dso d nonzero. 
Let the 2 X2 principal submatrix of S in rows i and i and the same 
columns have singular values ui > us; 1~ i <i < k. By Lemma 3, lsjil + I siil < uI 
+ uz. A diagonalization of this block replaces sii,sii by u,,us and increases 
(16), unless equality holds in this inequality. By Lemma 4, equality means sii 
is real. We conclude that the leading k X k block in S is a real symmetric 
matrix. 
Suppose some element sii is nonzero, where 1 <i <k, k <i <n. We wish 
to show that at least one of s,, l,k+ I,. . . , s,,, is nonzero. If this were not the 
case, the 2 X 2 principal submatrix in rows i and j would have the form 
with u1 - cia = sii, UlUZ # 0. 
A diagonalization of this 2 X 2 block enables us to change it to diag( ui, - us), 
thereby obtaining a new matrix preserving the value of (16) and increasing 
the number of nonzero diagonal elements. This contradicts the definition of 
maximality. Thus: if the maximal matrix S has sk+ i k+l = . * . = s,,, = 0, then 
it has the form 
s 0 11 
[ I 0 52.2 ’ (17) 
with S,, real and k X k. 
Clearly, if the maximal matrix S has at least one of s,, 1, k+ i, . . . , s,,,, 
nonzero, then in fact Sk + 1 k + i is nonzero. Suppose that s,, = 0. Then we have 
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Sk+l,k+l,***, sii nonzero and si + i, i + 1, . . . , snn zero for some i, k<i<n. The 
2 X 2 principal submatrix in rows i, i + 1 has the form 
[ 
‘ii ‘i i+l 
%,i+l ‘0 ’ 1 lsiil = 01 - 02 # 0. 
This 2 X 2 submatrix of S can be unitarily transformed to 
by Lemmas 2 and 8; but then the newly obtained S has the same value for 
the expression (16) and has one more nonzero diagonal element. This 
contradicts maximality. 
Thus tbe maximal matrix S either has the form (17), with S,, real and 
zero diagonal in Szz, or it has all diagonal elements nonzero and real. In the 
latter case, we claim that the entire matrix S has real entries. We already 
know this to be the case for the leading k x k block. 
Consider an element sii with 1 <i Q k, k <i <n. The 2 ~2 principal 
submatrix 
‘ii ‘if 
[ 1 ‘ii ‘ii 
has singular values ui > ua, 
sii - lSiil < ui - us. 
diagonal elements sii > 0 >s,, and by Lemma 3, 
A unitary transform of S bringing this 2 X2 block to 
diag(u, - us) would thus increase the value of (16) if equality did not hold in 
this inequality. Since S is maximal, equality does hold: sii - jsiil= ui - us; and 
so by Lemma 5 we conclude that sii is real. 
Consider next an element sii with k <i < j < n. The 2 X 2 block displayed 
above has singular values ui, ua, and by Lemma 3, - jsii( - lsiil =G - (ui - ua). 
Furthermore, a unitary transform (see Lemma 8) would make - (siil - 1~~1 
equal to - (a, - ua). This would increase the value of (16), contradicting the 
maximality of S, unless equality held. Thus the case of equality in Lemma 6 
is at hand, implying that sii is real. 
Thus, our maximal matrix is either 
(i) real symmetric, or 
(ii) of the form diag( S,,, S,,) where S,, is real symmetric and S, need not 
be real but has a zero principal diagonal. 
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4. THE NECESSITY PROOF COMPLETED 
We are now going to establish that inequalities (l), (Z), (3) in Theorem 1 
must hold. There is no need to prove (l), as this inequality has long been 
known to hold for arbitrary matrices; see [l] or [3]. Let us prove (2). The 
case k = 1 of (2) is precisely (13) in Lemma 11. Thus we may take k > 1, and 
renaming the dummy variable, seek to prove the inequality 
Id11 + . . . + I4 - k&+4 - . . . - I4 
< s1+ * * f +sk-sk+l+sk+z+.” +s,, 
08) 
where 1 < k <n. We take this fixed k to be the k in the discussion of maximal 
matrices in the last section; according to that discussion, it will suffice to 
prove (18) by proving it for a maximal matrix S with d, = sll,. . . , dk = s,,, 
d k+l= Sk+l,k+l*.**, 4 = s,,,, 4,. . . , dk nonnegative, and dk+ Ir.. . , d,, nonposi- 
tive. The maximal matrix S must have one of the forms (i), (ii) listed at the 
end of the last section. 
First, suppose the maximal matrix S is real, i.e., real and symmetric. Then 
the eigenvalues of S are 2 s i,..., &s,, for some choice of the 2 signs; and 
furthermore, we have the well-known dominance inequalities relating the 
diagonal elements and eigenvalues of S. Since S has a nonpositive diagonal 
element, namely d,, S cannot be positive definite; thus at least one of the 
-ts + s,, must carry a negative sign if S is nonsingular, and we can 1,“‘, - 
arrange this to be the case if S is singular by taking sn (=0) with a negative 
sign. Let the eigenvalues in fact be 
Sl, * * a, - si,, . . . , -si,,*e*,s~9 
that is, only s. ,,, . . . ,si, carry negative signs. By traces and the known signs 
belonging to the diagonal elements, we have 
Id,\ + ’ . . + ldkl - Jdk+ll - . . . - jdnl = trS 
= s1 +. . f _Sil’. . -s.$ +. *. +s,. 
If i, <k + 1, this last sum is 
<ss,+.,* +sk--sk+i+sk+s+‘.. +s,,, 
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and (2) is established. So assume i, >k + 1. By dominance we have 
hence by (19), 
s,+.* 
implying that 
From this, 
d,+-a+ +dk<sl+... +sk; 
+s,>trS=s,+..* +sk+l+-si,-..* -s4+sn, 
trS<s,+..* +sk-sk+r+sk+s+**. +S, 
(20) 
follows, since this is equivalent to (20). But then (2) holds. 
Now, suppose the maximal matrix S has the form (ii). Let ri > * . . > r, be 
the singular values of S,,, and ui > . . * > a,_, be the singular values of S,. 
By Lemma 12 applied to S,,, we have 
ui =G a,+... +u,_k. (21) 
Furthermore, we have 
IdI1 + . . . +ldkl < TV+ . . . +T~ 
and dk+l=. * 1 = d,, = 0. It wih thus suffice to prove that 
7r+ * . * +Tk <s,+*.* +sk-sk+l+sk+z+‘. +s,. (22) 
Note that s 1 ,..., s, are just r1 ,..., ~~,a, ,..., a,, _ k when rearranged into nonin- 
creasing order. 
Case 1. Suppose that sk+i is one of the r’s, say ++I = rP. There must 
then be at least one u exceeding rP, in particular u1 > rP. But then 
by (21). The sum on the right side of (22) is just u1 + * * . + a,_, + 71 
+... +7p_1-Tp+7p+1+"* + TV, and the inequality (22) amounts to 2rP G 
a,+*.. + a, _ k, which we have just established. 
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Case 2. Suppose that s,, 1 is one of the u’s, say s,, i = op. Then (22) 
amounts to 
or to 
2up < u1 + . . . + a,_,. 
However 2uP Q 2u, < ur + . . . +a,_,, as shown in Case 1. 
This completes the proof of the necessity of the inequalities (2). It 
remains to establish the necessity of the inequality (3), and for this we may 
assume n > 3, since (3) is not present for smaller n. 
It suffices to consider maximal matrices belonging to the sum (16) with 
k = n - 3. Again, we have to consider the cases (i) and (ii) listed at the end of 
Sec. 3, where in (ii) block S,, is 3 ~3 with zero diagonal. However, by 
Lemma 9 we may replace the possibly nonreal off-diagonal elements in S, 
by real values without changing the singular values or (zero) diagonal 
elements of Sss, so that we may take S,, real and symmetric. It is sufficient, 
therefore, to consider case (i). As before, the eigenvalues of S are 
+-s r, . . . , k s,, with at least one minus sign present. 
Suppose, first, there are at least two negative signs, on si and si. Then 
Suppose next there is only one negative sign, on si. 
Case a. i=n or i=n-1. We have 
=trS=s,+... +sn_2+(*Sn_1*sn), 
(exactly one + sign and one - sign), and Id,1 + - * * + ldn_31 <s, 
+... +s,_~. Therefore O>s,_,+s,_,+s,. This forces sn_s=sn_r=Sn=O 
if s,,_i has a + sign, and s,_,=s,_,, O=s,, if sn_r has a - sign. In both 
cases, trS=s,+... +s,_s-s,_r-s,. 
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Case b. i<n-2. Then 
Id11 + . . . +kLl- IL1 - ILI - I4 
= s,+.. .3.si_l-si+si+l+*** +s,. 
(23) 
Dominance applied to the diagonal elements and eigenvalues of S gives us 
Substituting this into (23), we get s, >s, _ 1 + s,,. But then 
trS=s,+.. . +S,_2-S,_1-S”+2(s,_,+s”-si) 
<s,+.* . +sn_2-sn-1-sn. 
This completes the proof that the inequalities (l), (2), (3) in Theorem 1 
constitute necessary conditions. 
The proof of the sufficiency of these conditions is rather lengthy, and will 
be given in stages. 
5. SUFFICIENCY: DIMENSIONS 1,2,3 
In dimension 1, the inequalities (1) and (2) yield ldll <s, and - 1 d,l < 
-sl, so that ldlj=sl. Then [d,] has the desired diagonal element and 
singular values. 
In dimension 2, the inequalities (1) and (2) yield 
l4l+M <sl+s,, 
I4 - I4 Gss,--s,, 
-ld11-ld2,< -ss,+s,. 
(24 
Since the conditions (24) are just (8) and (9) in Lemma 3, the desired matrix 
exists. 
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We turn now to dimension 3, and use our just-achieved knowledge 
regarding dimension 2. 
First assume that one, at least, of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
Let x be a real number satisfying 
ldll-Sl+Sz 
~~-~,-I4 
I 
~,+~,+A 
Id21+;:31-~3 
<x< s,-ss,+Idll, 
ldzl+ld3l+a. 
ldzl-ld3l+s3 
The inequalities between the left and right hand members here form a set of 
15 inequalities; each is satisfied owing either to the hypotheses (l), (2), (3) for 
tr = 3 or to the definition (25), (26) of this case. Thus the conditions (Lemma 
3) for a 2 x 2 complex matrix to exist with diagonal elements X, IdI1 and 
singular values sl,sz are satisfied, and the conditions for the existence of a 
2 X 2 symmetric matrix with diagonal elements $, d3 and singular values T, s3 
are also satisfied. Thus we can find z such that 
d, z 0 
s,= z x 0 
0 0 s3 
has singular values s1,sz,s3; then find a 2 X 2 unitary matrix U, such that 
Put U=diag[l,U,]. Th en US,U' has the desired diagonal elements and 
singular values. 
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We may now assume that both (25) and (26) are false, so that 
and 
Let x satisfy 
l4l-s,+s, 
srsa-I4 
ldll+Id31-s2 Gx< 
Sz-&-&I 
0 I 
This is another set of 15 inequalities; all are satisfied owing to (l), (2), (3), or 
the definition of the case. Hence x exists. We can then choose x so that 
d, z 0 
s,= z x 0 
i I 0 0 s2 
has singular values s,,s,,.s,, and also find a 2 x 2 unitary U, such that 
The proof now is completed as in the previous case. 
It is worth noting that all of conditions (l), (2), (3) are used in this proof. 
Henceforth, we may assume n > 4. We are going to argue by induction 
on n; thus we assume the truth of Theorem I for matrices with fewer than n 
rows. 
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6. PRELIMINARY REDUCTIONS: AUXILIARY ASSUMPTIONS A 
In this section we give some lemmas involving auxiliary assumptions 
under which the sufficiency of conditions (l), (2), (3) in Theorem 1 is 
established. 
LEMMA 13. Assume, for a fixed p with 1 < p Q n - 3, that 
(27) 
and that 
lGi<p-1. (28) 
Further assum.e that at least one of (27), (28) is false when p+ 1 i.s 
substituted for p. Then the sufficiency part of Theorem 1 is established. 
Proof. According to hypothesis, both (27) and (28) are valid, and also 
either 
PII >Sp+l (2% 
or 
that is, either (29) or 
-i~Il~jl+j~~+~l~jl < - i: si+sp. i=l 
i#P 
(30) 
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Let a real number x be chosen so that 
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where 
L4(i)= -$ Idi - i St, p+l<i<n, 
i=z j=l 
i+p,p+l 
L&)= i I+ i: Idi1 - i: Sj+“i+la p+l<i<n, 
j=Z i=i+l i=l 
j#p,p+l,i+l 
L(j(i)= i ldjl- i ldjl - i: sj + si, l<i<p-1, 
j=2 j=i+l j=l 
j#i,p,p+ 1 
n-3 
L,= x2 @I- i21q - k2 si+sn-l+sn, j=l 
izp,p+1 
R,=- f: Idil+ $ @I+ 5 sj. 
i=Z j=p+l i=l 
izp,p+1 
This nonnegative real number x exists because (l), (2), (3), (27), (28), and the 
validity of at least one of (29), (30) enable us to deduce that L,, < R, for all U, 
1 <U < 7, all i as listed above, and all 0, 1 <u < 3. For these verifications, 
when (30) is in force, it is helpful to note that (1) in the weaker form 
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ld21+-- +(dpl<sl+- . + sP_ i and (30) imply that 
and 
The conditions for the existence of a 2 X2 complex symmetric matrix with 
diagonal elements x, d, and singular values sP,sP+ 1 are now satisfied, as are 
the conditions for the existence of an (n - 1)-square complex symmetric 
matrix with diagonal elements $, - . . , d, and singular values si z * . . z sP _ 1 
Bx>sP+2 > * * . > s,,. Thus we can first find a 2 x 2 unitary U, such that 
ul[; sp:l]u: =[”d,]? 
and then find (n - 1) x (n - 1) unitary Us such that 
Uzdiag(s,,...,s,_,,s,+, ,..., s,,x) Vi 
has diagonal elements 4,. . . , d,,. Set U=diag( U,, l)diag(I, U,). Then the 
matrix Udiag(s,, . . . ,s _-1,sp+2,. . . s,,,sp,sp+J Uf has si,. . .,s, as its singular 
values and 4,. . . , d,, dl as its diagonal elements. n 
Henceforth, therefore, we may assume that A, and A, below are true. 
A,: 
As: 
We next assume that an integer p, 1 < p <n - 4, exists such that 
(If n = 4, this case does not arise.) 
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LEMMA 14. Sufficiency is established if there exists an integer p, 
1 < p <n - 4, such that (31) holds; here n > 5 is required. 
Proof. We define x by the same set of conditions that occurred in the 
proof of Lemma 13. We now use (l)-(3), A,, &, and (31) to verify all of the 
inequalities L, <R,. Thus x exists, and the proof is completed as in the 
previous lemma. When p > 1 it is helpful to use this consequence of (31) and 
(1): 
n-l 
-ldll+ 2 Idjl-ld,l 6 p~zsi-sp_l+sp- n$jl q+s,,. n 
j=Z i=l i=p+l 
Henceforth, therefore we may assume (31) is false for all p, 1 < p < 
n - 4. Thus we add the following to our list of assumptions: 
i-l n-l n-l 
A$ X ldjl- l~ildjl+ld”l d $si-si-S,, 1 Gi Gn-4. 
i=l 
j#i 
Because of A,, we have s, _ 2 > ) d, _ J. It may happen that Id, ._J > s,, _ 1 or 
that Idn-J <s”_~. There are also various other possibilities relative to 
d, _2, d, _ 1, etc. It requires a rather substantial number of lemmas to cope 
with all of these cases. The lemmas in the next section are preparation for 
the first few cases. Note that we often will use A, in a weaker form like 
[d”-J <s~_~ or IdJ ds,_,, etc. 
7. THREE LEMMAS 
LEMMA 15. Sufficiency is established if both of the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
B,: IL4 >sn-u 
n--4 ” n - n 
B,: -z-ldJ - 2 Idi\ Q &-2s,. 
j=l j=n-2 i=l 
Proof. Let a real number x be chosen such that 
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where now 
L,= 2 &I- y3sj-s.. 
f=l j=l 
jfn-3 
n-1 n-3 
L,= 2 Idfl-ld~l- x si+snP 
i=l j=l 
if?%-3 
n-4 
L,= x IdJ- i: pjj-ng4s,+sn_3-s,, 
i=l j=n-2 j=l 
i-l 
L8(i)= jzI Idil- !zi ldil- i: si + .si, l<i<n-4, 
j#n-3 
j=l 
/#i,n-Z,n-1 
n-4 
R,= - C Idjl-l4-2l+l4-Il+I4l+ i: ‘p 
i=l i=l 
jfn-2,n-1 
We claim that L+, <R, for each u, 1 <u < 8, for each i listed above, and for 
each O, 1 <u < 4. For the most part these use (1) and B,, occasionally (2) or 
(3). However, A, is used in L, <R,, L3 <R,; A, is used in L, Q R,, L, <R,, 
L, <R,; B, is used in L3 GR,, L, GR,, L, <R,, L, <R,; and B, is used in 
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L, GR,. Thus x exists. The hypotheses for the existence of a complex 2 X2 
symmetric matrix with diagonal elements x, d+3 and singular values 
sn_s, s,_ r are now fulfilled, as are the hypotheses for the existence of a 
complex symmetric (rr - 1) x (n - 1) matrix with diagonal elements 
4,. . . ,d,_r,d,_z,d,_l,d, and singular values‘s,> *a+ >s,_,>x>s,,. The 
proof is now completed as in the last lemmas. n 
LEMMA 16. Sufficiency is established if the following three conditions 
are satisfied: 
c,: 
n-4 
x Idi1 - j=$_31dil Q ;$ - j=$_2sjy 
j=l 
c,: 
n-4 n-2 
x &I - IL1 + IL.1 + P-4 - I4 G izI si - sn-1 - sn, 
j=l 
c3: ILI 2 sn. 
Proof. This proof introduces a new type of construction. Let a,_, and 
u “_a be real numbers satisfying the following conditons: 
(32.1) 
(32.2) 
Y 
Y’ I <a,_,+ U”_, Gc, (32.3) Y” 
where 
a = s_~, a’=+ -~~~ld~l+i=~_~ld~l+~~~Sj). 
( 
a = sn-2, a’=+( :$141djl- j=~_~ldjl-~~~Si+~=~_~Sj), 
l-1 
b = s~-~, -;$djl+ 5 Idi\+ i: sj 
j=n-1 j=l 
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The numbers a,_, and a,,_, will exist satisfying all parts of (32) if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
y<a+b, y’<a+b, 
y<a+b’, y’<a+b’, 
y<a’+b, y' <a’+ b, 
y<a’+b’, y’<a’+b’, 
P) 
y” <a+ b, 
y” <a+ b’, 
y" <a'+ b, 
y” < a’ + b’, 
Y(C, 
y' <c, 
y” Gc. 
These conditions simply say that the geometric region in the a,_,, a,, _2 plane 
defined by inequalities (32) shall be nonempty. All of the conditions (33) are 
satisfied, by virtue of (I), (2), (3), A,, &, C,, C,, and C,. (The verification of 
y’ < a’ + b uses A2 and C, in combination.) Thus a,_, and a,_, exist. 
Now define a,_ I by 
Then we have 
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Thus s i, . . . , s~_~, a,_,, a, _s, a, _ r interlace si, . . . , s,; therefore [2] there 
exists a real symmetric matrix with eigenvalues si,. . . ,s,, such that 
the leading (n - 1)-square principal submatrix has eigenvalues 
si ,..., ~s”_4,~“-3,~,-2,~,-,. We may take this matrix in the form 
diag(si,. . . , sn_4,q-32J,-,?Jn-J u 
0’ 1 14-31 ’ (35) 
where 0 is some real column (n - 1)-tuple. The fact that the lower right 
element is ]c&_~] follows from (34) and traces. Furthermore, 
d 1,...,d,-4,d,-z,d,-l,d, and sl,..., s, _ 4, a, _ 3, a, _ 2r a, _ 1 satisfy the condi- 
tions for the existence of an (n - 1)-square complex symmetric matrix with 
diagonal elements d,, . . . , dn_4, dn_2, d,_ 1, d, and singular values 
s1,...,~~-4,“,-,,u,-2,u”-l. These verifications mainly use (32); however, (1) 
and A, are used to check the (n -3)-term analogue of (l), and the analogue 
of (2) with k <n - 4 is verified using As. Hence there exists an (n - 1)-square 
unitary matrix U such that 
Udiag(s,, . . . , sn-.+,~,-,&,&,) Ut 
has d 1,. . . , d,, _4, dn_2, d,_ 1, d,, as its diagonal elements. If we pre- and post- 
multiply (35) by diag( U, 5) and diag(U, {)‘, respectively, we obtain a symmet- 
ric matrix with the desired singular values and diagonal elements, if the 
complex scalar { is chosen to satisfy d, _3 = 121 d, _J. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 16. n 
LEMMA 17. Sufficiency is established if the following follr conditions 
are satisfied: 
D,: 
n-4 n-l n-3 
2 PiI- 2 Idil+141 Q i~14-~n-2-~n-l+~n~ 
i=l j=n-3 
n-2 n-2 
D,: x ldil-lLl+ldnl =G x sj-sn-l+sw 
i=l i=l 
n-3 n-3 
D3: Em ]dJ - ldn_2l - ld,_J + Id,1 =G c sj - sn-2 + sn-1 + s,, 
i=l j=l 
D4: l4l =G 8,. 
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Proof. We use the same hind of reasoning used in the proof of Lemma 
16. Let a,_, and a,_, be real numbers satisfying all parts of the conditions 
(32), where now 
p = S”_l, 
c = Id,/ + s,~_~ + sn-2 + sn-1 - s,v 
n-2 n-4 
Y” = jzI ldjl - izl si* 
The conditions for the existence of a,, _s and a, _s are (33), all of which are 
satisfied by virtue of (l), (2), (3), D,-D,, and Aa. For the most part, (1) for 
n - 4 or n - 3 terms leads to the required verification; however, the verifica- 
tion of y’<a’+b is deduced from A, for i=n-3. Now define a,,_, by 
en-1 = s~-~ + s~_~ + s,,-~ - s,, + Id,1 - a,_, - a,_,. 
Then a,_,>0 and s~-3>u~_-3>s,_2~u~_2~sn_l>u~_-1~ -s, [all of 
which follow from (32)]. Hence there exists a real symmetric matrix with 
eigenvalues 
s,, . . . ,%-I> -s, 
such that its leading principal (n - 1)-square submatrix has eigenvahres 
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S11...rS~-4,u~-3,~~-2,~“-l. By traces and the definition of a,,_,, the (n,n) 
element in this matrix is - 1 d,]. Moreover, the singular values 
si, . . . , s, _4r u,, _3, a,_,, a, _ 1 of the leading (n - 1)-square block are such that 
relative to d i,. . .,dn_l, the induction hypotheses (i.e., the conditions of 
Theorem 1) are satisfied. For the most part, these are immediate from (32). 
However, the analogue of (1) for n -3 terms uses A,, (l), and cx < u”_.~ in 
combination, and the analogue of (2) for k < n - 4 uses A3. The proof is now 
completed precisely as in the last lemma. n 
8. THE CASE IdJ >sn_l 
LEMMA 18. Sufficiency is established if IdJ >s~_~. 
Proof The hypothesis means that B, is true. If B, is also true, the proof 
is complete. So deny B, to get 
To this add the case k = n - 4 of (1). The result is 
ldn-2l + Id,-J + Id,,1 < - sn_3 + 2s,,. (36) 
We shall now use (36) to deduce the validity of D,, D,, D,, and D,. 
Verification of D,. From ldn_3l >.s”_~ we get -ldn_3l < -s~__~. Adding 
this to (36), we find that 
- ILI + IL1 + Id,-11 + I44 ( -Sn-3- Sn-1+2Sn 
< sn_3 - q-2 - s”-l+ s,. 
Adding (1) (for k = n - 4), we obtain a valid inequality stronger than D,. 
Verification of D, and D,. From A, we have ld,J <s,_,; adding this to 
(36), we get 
l4-31 + Id,-21 + IA-II + l&l Q -Sn-3 + Sn-2 +2Sn 
< 
f 
S,_g+S,_2-S,_1+S,, 
Sn-3-Sn_2+Sn_1+Sn. 
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Adding (for k=n-4) now yields valid inequalities sharper than D, and 
Da. 
Verification of D4. From (36), we get ld”_a1+ ld,,_i1+ l&l Qs,,, evidently 
implying D,. Lemma 18 is now proved. n 
Henceforth, therefore, we may assume 
9. THE CASE sn_i > ld,J as,, 
We shall prove the theorem in this case by gradually building a set of 
temporary assumptions T,, T,, T3, etc., arising from those situations in which 
we cannot push the proof through. Eventually these temporary assumptions 
will build to a situation in which the proof can be finished. These temporary 
assumptions-the first of which, 
just defines the case being discussed-will hold throughout Sec. 9 only. 
LEMMA 19. Sufficiency is established if C, is false. 
Proof. If C, is false, by multiplying the denial of C, by - 1 and adding 
the case k = n - 4 of (l), we obtain 
We complete the proof by using (37) to deduce D,-D,. 
Verification of Di: Decreasing the left side of (37) and increasing the 
right side, we get -~dn_3~-ldn-2~-ld,_Il+ldfil<sn_3-s,_z-s,_1+s,. 
From this and (1) for k = n - 4, we obtain D,. 
Verification of Da: Adding 21d,_21 < 2~,_~ to (37), we get 
Id,-,l+ld,-,I-Id,-,l+ld,l< -sn-3+sn-z+~,-1+sn 
<S”_3 +sn-z--sn_l+snr 
and this implies Da. 
Verification of Da. This is evident upon changing - s,,_~ to s~_~ in the 
right hand side of (37). 
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Verification of D4. Adding Id,, _Ij <s,_, to (37), we get the two inner 
members of 
ldnl < jd,J - IdJ + Id,,1 < -s”-~ + s”_~ + s,, < s,,. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 19. n 
Thus we may assume that C, is true. Since C, is an immediate con- 
sequence of T,, Lemma 16 will immediately yield sufficiency if C, should 
also be valid. Thus, we may deny C,; this denial yields the next temporary 
assumption: 
T,: ld,-31 + jdn_21 + ld,_J + ld,J < -sn-3 + sn-2 + q-1 + s,,. 
LEMMA~O. Under assumptions T, and T,, sufficiency is established if 
E,: ILI < sn-3 - s*-1 + s,. 
Proof. Modifying (32) somewhat, let a,, _3 and a,_, be real numbers 
satisfying 
Y 
Y’ 
Y” I Qu”_,+u*_, Gc, Y:" 
where 
a=s n-3, a’= -Id,_,l+s,_,+s,_,-s,_,+s,, 
a = q-2, a’=+ I~,l-l~,-~1-l~,-~l-l~~l 
sj + si - s”- 
(38) 
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b=s,_,, b’=; -ng3,di,+ 2 @l+ i s~-s,-~ 
I 
i=l i=n-2 j=l 
/#n-l 
I v-l n n-4 Yz!=; ,T IdJ- x lq- I: s/+s,+ 2 si-s,_l ) l-1 i=v i=l i=n-3 j#V j#n- 1 1 
The conditions for the existence of a,, _ a, a,, _ s are (33) supplemented with 
C 
a + b, 
,8’tb, 
y;” < a + b’, l<v<n--4; 
,L?‘<b’, 
a’+ b, a+P’<c, 
a’ + b’, a’+ p’ <c. 
(39) 
The verifications of (33) and (39) are mostly straightforward, using (l), (2), 
(3), with El to verify a <a’; T, and A, for p’ < b; T, (perhaps in conjunction 
with (1)) for y < c, y < a’ + b, y <a’ + b’; and A, (perhaps supplemented with 
T,) for p’ <b, y:” <c yi” <a’ + b. yr’ <a + b easily follows from Aa. Thus 
a,_, and a,,_, exist. Now define a,,_, by u,_l=u,_,fu,_,+~d,_s~-~~--3 
- sn-2 + S”_l -s,. Then sn_s >un_s >s~_~ >a,_, >s, > -on-r > -sn-l, 
and also a, _ 1 > 0, a, _ I <a,_,. There exists a real symmetric matrix with 
eigenvalues s 1,...,Sn-4,S,-3,S,-2rS,, -&I such that the leading (n - l)- 
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square submatrix has eigenvalues sr.. . . , s”_~, a, _s, a,_,, - a,,_ 1. By traces, 
the (n, n) element of this matrix is 1 dn_-31. Furthermore, the singular values 
sl,. . . , s,, _ 4, a, _ 3, a,, _ 2, a,, _ 1 of the leading (n - Q-square principal submatrix 
satisfy the inductive hypotheses for admitting d,, . . . , d, _ 4r d, _ 2, d,, _ Ir d, as 
diagonal elements. These verifications mostly follow from (33) or (39); 
however, the (rr -3)-termed analogue of (1) uses T, and (Y <a,,_,, and the 
analogue of (2) for one negative term on each side uses (1) and T,. The proof 
is now completed as in the last lemma. W 
We may now add the denial of E, to the list of temporary assumptions: 
T3: -IdJ G -s,_,+s,-I-S,. 
Our next lemma requires a return to an earlier technique. 
LEMMA 21. Suppose there exists an integer p, 1 < p < n - 4, such that 
(40) 
Then, in the presence of T,, sufficiency is established. 
Proof. Using (1) with k = p - 1, the assumption (40) implies 
&diI q,- i q+sn-3 
j=p+l 
j#n-3 
and 
i: PiI < $sj- i=;+lsi+~n-3. 
j=l 
i#n-3 
Let 
L,=s,_,-s,-Id,-,I, 
(41) 
(42) 
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ifn-3 
L,= c Idij- c. Id/l- c 9+%-3Y 
i=l i=n-2 j=l 
j#n-3 
v-l 
Lf3(v)= jzl Idil- i$v Idjl- ~l$~S,fS.~ 
jfn-3 i#v 
L,=O, 
R,=s,_,+s,-I&31, 
n-l n-2 
R,=- c jdjj+ld,l+ 2 +> 
i=l i=l 
j#n-3 
n-4 
R,=- x jq+ i: ldjl+ng3sj-s”_2. 
i=l i=n-2 i=l 
DefinearealnumberxbyL,<x<&,,l<u<7,1<u<4.Thisrealnumberx 
exists because L,\<R, for all u, l<u<7, all u, l<u<4, all v, l<v<n-4. 
The checking of this is straightforward: T, yields L, <R, and L, <R,; (42) 
yields L, <R,, L, <R,, L, <R,; A, yields L, <R,, L, <R,, and in conjunc- 
tion with T, yields L, < R,; L, < R, is A3; for the rest, (l), (2), (3) suffice. It is 
now easily checked that the conditions for the existence of a 2 X2 complex 
symmetric matrix with diagonal elements x, d,, _ 3 and singular values s,, _ r, s, 
are satisfied. Furthermore, the conditions for existence of a complex symmet- 
ric matrix with singular values s1 > - * . > s, _2 > x and diagonal elements 
d l,. . . , d, _4, d,, _2, d,_ 1, d,, are also satisfied. The proof of the lemma is now 
completed as in the proof of Lemma 13. n 
Thus, we may now supplement the T-assumptions with the denial of (40) 
for eachp, l<p<n-4. 
T4: 
P--l 
2 ldj[-i$pldil d i 5-sp-s-3. 
j=l /=I 
f#p,n-3 
l<p<?z-4. 
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LEMMA 22. In the presence of T,, T,, T3. T4, sufficiency is established 
if 
Proof. Define real numbers a,_,, a,_, by (32), where 
a = s~-~, 
a’ = f - rz: ldJ + i=$,3 ldfl+ jgI 
i 
‘/-‘n-3 3 
i#n-3 1 a = sn_l 
b = s,,_,, 
jj’ = ; - n’j2 IdJ+ 2 Id/l+ 2 
I 
j=l i=n-3 
Si-‘n-3 , 
j=l 
j#n-3 j#n-2 j#n-3 I 
P = sn, 
c = ld,_3l - s”-~ + s,,_2 + %,-I + % 
n-1 n-4 
Y = El ldjl - x sp 
i=l 
jfn-3 
y’ =; n$ldj~-ld”j-n~3si+ 
j-1 i=l 
i si , 
j=n-2 
1 
y” = Id,_31 - Sn-3 + sn-2 + Sn-1, 
The conditions for the existence of a,_,, a,_, are (33). Some remarks on the 
verifications of (33) are: (Y <a’ and (Y’ + p <c follow from (43); /3 <b’ follows 
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by combining T, and Ts; y <a + b’ uses (l), A,, Ts in conjunction; (1) and T, 
together yield y<a+b, y<a’+b, y<a’+b’, y’<a’+ b:y<c, y’<c; y’<a 
+ b’, y” <a + b use (1) and A, or just A,; and (Y + /I? <c follows from T3. For 
the remaining parts, (l), (2), (3) suffice. 
Now define a,_, by u,_,=~d,_9~-s~_~+s,-2+s,_1+s,-u~-3-u~_z. 
Then we have ~,_~~u,_,>s,_,>u,_,>s,>a,_l) -s”-s, and also O< 
U n-l <a,_,. There exists a real symmetric matrix with eigenvalues 
Sl,..., Sn-41Sn-2,Sn-1~Sn, -$-3, in which the leading (n - 1)-square principal 
submatrix has eigenvalues sl,.. .,s~_~,u,_~,u,,__,,u,,_~. By traces, we find the 
(n, n) element of this matrix to be - ]dJ. Further, the singular values 
sr,. . * > sn-4,~“-3>~n-1 of the leading (n - I)-square submatrix satisfy the 
inductive hypotheses for admitting d,, . . . , dn_4, d, _2, d,, _ 1, d, as diagonal 
elements. These verifications go as follows: the analogue of (1) for n - 3 
terms uses (l), T,, and LY <cJ_~; the analogue of (1) for n - 1 terms uses (1) 
and T,; the analogue of (2) with k <n -4 is simply T4; the remaining 
verifications are just the conditions defining a,, _3, u”_~, a,, _ r. The proof is 
now completed in the usual way. H 
We may now assume the denial of (43). A short argument using (1) shows 
that this denial yields 
T,: ILI + IL1 + Id,-11 + Pnl ( sn-3 - ~-2 + sn-1 - sn. 
LEMMA 23. In the presence of assurnptims T,, T2, T3, Ts, sufficiency is 
established if either (44) or (45) holds: 
Id,J<s,_,-s,-,+s,, 
Id,1 <s”-~- s,. 
(44) 
(45) 
Proof. Define a,, _3 and a,, _2 by the inequalities (38), where now 
a=sn-3, a’= -~Id,,I+sn-3+sn_2-sn_1+s,,, 
a=s”-2, a’=; ~~31d,l-~d”-11_14_1~-~~d~~ 
I l-1 
n-4 
-~l~~+ 2 j=n- 
j#V I 1 ) 
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b=s,_,, b’= + 
n-2 n-4 
Y= c P/l- x sp 
i=l i=l 
Y Lf ~~lldil-Eldn~- ;gsi+  q-%-l I l-1 f=n-3 /#n-l 
Y jt = - EldJ + S”_3 + sn-2 - sn-1 + %I9 
1 > 
i 
v-1 n-l n-4 
y:“= f ,z pjl- Ix I+44 - 2 j S +S,+ 2 Sjesn-l > 
I-1 
i=v j=l i=n-3 
j#u i#lt-1 I 
l<v<n-4. 
Heree=kl.Thecasee= + 1 will apply when (44) holds, and l = - 1 when 
(45) holds. In order to show that on_3 and a,,_, exist satisfying (38), it is 
necessary to verify (33) and (39). These verifications are mostly straightfor- 
ward: (II < a’ is (44) and y” <a + b is (45); 1~’ <a is (1) and Ts; p’ <b is (1) 
and T3, or alternatively T, andT,; y<c, y<a’+b, y<a’+b’, y’<a+b all 
use (1) and Ts in combination; yy’ <c and yr’<u’+b use &; y:‘<a+b 
uses As; a+/? <c uses A,; and the rest use (l), (Z), (3). Thus a,,_, and a,_, 
exist. Now define a,_, by un_1=un_3+un_-2+~Jd,,~-s,,_3-~n-2+~n_1- 
s,,. Then s~_3>u,_3>s,-z>u,_,>s,> -a,,_,> -an-i, and also O~;U,_, 
QU”_,. Thus there exists a real symmetric matrix with eigenvalues 
Sly..., s,-,,s,-,,s,-,,s,, -sn-l such that the leading principal (n - l)-square 
submatrix has eigenvalues si, . . . , q--4, a,, _3, a,_,, - a,,_ 1. By traces, the (n, n) 
element of this matrix is cld,l. The singular values of this leading minor are 
s,,...,s,-,,o,-,,“,-,,u,-,; moreover, these singular values satisfy the condi- 
tions (l), (2), (3) for (n - l)-sq uare matrices to have diagonal elements 
d l,. . . , d,_ 1. [The verification of the (n -3)-termed analogue of (1) uses (l), 
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T,,a <a,_,; and the k = n - 1 analogue of (2) uses (1) and T,.] This com- 
pletes the proof. n 
It now follows that we may add the denials of both (44) and (45) to our 
temporary assumptions. These denials are: 
T,: -Id”/ < -sn-3+s,_1-s,, 
T,: -ld,j< -sn_l+Sn. 
The next lemma concludes this section. 
LEMMA 24. Sufficiency is established if T,,T,,T,,T,,T, all hold. 
Proof. Define a,_, and a,_, by (32), where now: 
a=s n-39 a?=; - ;~~ld’l+ i=~_31dil+ $I 
[ 
q--s,-2 9 
jfn-2 I 
‘Y’S”_,, ~~~,djl-~~~_pldjl-n~4s~+ i: Sj-s”-2 
i=l j=n-3 
n-l n-4 
Y= 2 Id/l- E sj, 
i=l i=l 
jfn-3 
~~~ Idi(-Jd,l- n~2 si+ ~ si 
i=l j=n-3 
ifs-3 j#n-2 
y~=Id,_3l+~,_3-~,_2+~,_,. 
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The conditions for the existence of a,_, and a,_, are (33): a <a’ uses (1) and 
T,; a’<a uses (1) and T,; y<c, y’fc, y<a+b’, y<a’+b, and y”<a’+b 
all use (1) and T,; y < a + b uses (1) and T,; y” <a + b uses A,; and the rest 
use (l), (2), (3). N ow set u,_,=~d,_s~+s~_~-sn-2+sn-~+sn-un_~-u~-2. 
Then s~_~>u~_3>s,_1>u~_2~s,~u~_1~ -s,,_s, and also u,_,>O. Thus 
there exists an n x n real symmetric matrix with eigenvalues 
sr, . . . ,sn-4,s"-3>s,-,,s,, -sn-2, such that the leading (n - 1)-square prin- 
cipal submatrix has eigenvalues sir.. . , s, -4, a,, _3, u,, _2, a,, _ I. By traces, the 
(n, n) element of this matrix is - Id, _31. Furthermore, the singular values 
81,. a., s, _ 4, a, _ 3, a, _ 2, a, _ 1 of the leading (n - 1)-square submatrix admit (by 
induction) diagonal elements d,, . . . , dn_4, d, _2, d,_ 1, d,. The verifications 
here are as follows: the analogue of (1) for 12 -3 terms uses (l), T,, and 
ff GO,_ 3; the analogue of (1) for n - 1 terms uses (1) and T,; the analogue of 
(2) for k < n - 4 uses T,; and the rest use (32). The proof is now completed as 
before. n 
This completes the discussion of the case specified by T,. We may 
henceforth strengthen assumption A4 to 
Note that none of the T-assumptions may be used in the discussion to follow. 
10. CONCLUSION OF THE SUFFICIENCY PROOF 
This case requires three lemmas similar in spirit though not in detail to 
those previously encountered. 
LEMMA 25. Sufficiency is established if both (46) and (47) hold: 
n-4 n-l 
2 1di1-i=~_31di1+14,1~ $ ~i-~n--2-~n-17 
/=l 
j#n-2 
jfn-1 
(46) 
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Proof. Define a, _s and u,, _s by (32), where now 
a=sn-3, a’= - ;( -ng41djl+ i: p,+;+“)~ 
i=l i=n-3 
c=ldn(+s”-3 +s”-2+sn_1-s”, 
n-2 n-4 
Y= 2 Idjl- 2 ‘jy 
j=1 j=l 
y'= ; I i Idjl-(dn-lI- iz:'j+ j~$3sjvsfi j=l jfn-1 
The conditions for the existence of on_3 and a,_, are (33). Verifications are: 
a’<a by (46); y”<a’+b by (47); y’<a+b and y"<a+b' by (1) and A4 in 
conjunction; y” <a + b by A4 alone; and the rest by (1) or (3). Thus a,_, and 
a,_, exist. Now define a,_, by u,_,=s,_,+s,_,+s,_,-s,+ld,l-a,_,- 
U,-Z. Then s~_3>u~_3>s,_2~un_2>s,_,~u,_,~ -s,, and also u,_,>O. 
Hence there exists a real symmetric matrix with eigenvalues 
Sl,... ,sn-4,sn-3,Sn-2,Sn-1, - s,, such that the leading (n - H-square principal 
submatrix has eigenvalues s1,...,s,_4,u~_~3,u~_22,u,,_-_. By traces, the (n,n) 
element of this matrix is - 1 d,l. Moreover, the leading (n - 1)-square sub- 
matrix has singular values sr, . . . , s,, _ 4, a,, _ 3, a, _ 2, a, _ 1, and these satisfy the 
induction hypotheses to admit diagonal elements d,, . . . , d,,_ 1. These use (32) 
mainly, except: the analogue of (1) with n -3 terms uses (l), A4, and 
(Y < a, _3, the analogue of (2) with k <n -4 uses Aa. The proof is now 
completed in the usual way. n 
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Henceforth, we may assume that at least one of (46) or (47) is false: 
LEMMA 26. Sufficiency is established when (46) is false. 
Proof. The falseness of (46) means [using the case k =4 of (l)]: 
ldn-81+ldn-21+Id,_11-ldnl< -sn-3+%-2+sn-1-s,,* (4% 
Using the case k = 4 of (1) again, this implies 
n-1 n-l 
x Id/l+w $ $-%I-3-G (4% 
i=l 
j#n-3 
Now define a, _3 and a,_, by (32) and (38), with this change: y”’ is absent, 
but y” = yr depends on v, 1 < v < n - 4. Specifically 
a = sn-3, 
b= s,,-2r 
a’= -Id,,(+~~_3+~,_2-s,,_~+s,, 
c= -Id,J+s,_,+s,_,+s,, 
y'= -Jd,J+s,_3+s, -2 -sn-l+sn> 
n-4 n 
IdJ- 2 sj+sV+ 2 si-s,,_1 
i=l i=n-3 
j#V ifn-I 1 7 l<v<n-4. 
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The conditions for the existence of a,,_,, a,,_, are (33) supplemented with 
the appropriate parts of (39). These are verified in this way: A, yields 
CX+~<C; As yields y:<a’+b; As yields y:<c and yL<a+b; A, and (1) 
yield (Y <a’: (49) y’ Id re s (Y’ <a, /3 < b', and p’ < b; the rest follow from (1) or 
(2). Thus a,_, and a,_, exist. Now define a,_, by ~~_r=u~_s+u~_~+~d~~ 
- sn-3 -sn-2+sn_1 -s,. Then sn_a >a,_, >s,_s >a,_, >sn > -a,_, > 
-sn-l> and also 0 <a,_ r <a,_,. These follow from (32) and (38). Thus 
there exists an n X n real symmetric matrix with eigenvalues 
s1,...,sn-4,s,-3,s,-2,s,, - s, _ I such that the leading (n - 1)-square principal 
submatrix has eigenvalues sr,. . . ,s~_~,u,,_,,u,_~, - a,_, (and hence singular 
values s 1 ,..., s~_~,u,,_~,u,_,,u,_,). By traces, the (n,n) element is Id,\. 
Moreover, the singular values of the leading (n - I)-square submatrix satisfy 
the induction hypotheses to admit d,, . . . , d, _ 1 as diagonal elements. Verifica- 
tions go this way: the analogues of (1) for n - 3 and n -2 terms use (l), 
A,4,aGUn_3,~GUn-2; the analogue of (2) with k = n - 1 uses (49); and the 
rest use (32) or (38). The proof is now completed as before. n 
The next lemma is the last step in the proof of sufficiency of the 
conditions (l), (2), (3). 
LEMMA 27. Sufficiency is established if (47) is false. 
Proof. The falseness of (47) yields 
ld,-31+ld,-~l+ld,-ll-Jd,l 4 sn-3- sn-z - s-1 - sn (W 
and hence 
Now let a, _2 and a,, _ r satisfy the following inequalities: 
<CT,_, <b, 
(52.1) 
(52.2) 
(52.3) 
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where 
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a=s,_,, a=s n-1, 
at=; 1 i: Idfl-ld”-ll- ;gsi+ i=52s i=l j#n- 1 
b=s,_,, P=s,, 
p’=Id”J-s,_,+s,_,+s”_,+s,, 
u-1 
Ix 
i=l 
PiI- 
n-l 
c. 
i=v 
Idil+Pnl- 
n-3 
x si+su+ 
i=l 
ii+ 
i: sj, 
i=n-2 I 
l<v<n-4. 
These numbers a, _ 2 and a,, _ 1 exist if 
Y” cc, y, <a+ b, l<v<n--4, (W 
a+p<c, lY’+P<c, 
a+j3’dc, ci’+p’<c, 
a+j3” <c, a’+ p” <c, 
The verifications of (53) go this way; (Y’ <a, p N <b, and (Y’ + /3’ <c follow 
from (51); /3’ < b follows from (50); y, <a + b is A3; and the rest follow from 
(1) or (2). Thus a,_, and a,_, exist, so we may define a,_, by ~,__,=a,_,+ 
u,_,-~d,,l+s,_g-sn-2-sn_1-sn. Then ~~_~>u~_~~s~_~Zu,_,>s,~ - 
a,,_, > - s,,_~, and also a,,_, > a, _2. Thus a real symmetric matrix exists with 
eigenvalues s~,...,s~_~,s~_~,s~_~,s,, -s”_~ such that the leading (n-l)- 
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square principal submatrix has eigenvalues sr, . . . , s, _ 4, CT,, _ 2, a, _ 1, - a, -3 
(and thus has singular values si, . . . , sn-4,u,_,,u,_,,u,_,). By traces the (n,n) 
element of this matrix is - ) d, I. Moreover, the singular values of the leading 
principal (n - l)-square minor satisfy the induction hypotheses to admit 
d 1,. . . , d,_ 1 as diagonal elements. The analogues of (1) for n - 3 or more 
terms follow using (l), A4, /? GO,,_ i; the analogue of (3) uses (51); and the 
others use (2) or (52). The proof is now completed in the usual way. n 
Theorem 1 is now proved in full. The difficulties in this proof, particu- 
larly in the sufficiency part, suggest some connections with the circle of ideas 
surrounding the Hasse-Minkowski theorem in number theory, so that a 
number theoretical counterpart of Theorem 1 likely exists. 
11. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Suppose (4) holds. Let U = [uii], and set S = USU’, where D= 
diag(wl, . . . , w,,). Then S is symmetric; it has xi,. . . ,z,, as its diagonal ele- 
ments, and ]wr] ,..., ]wn] as its singular values. Apply Theorem 1 to deduce 
(5), (6), (7). Conversely, suppose that (5), (6), (7) all hold. Then by Theorem 
1, we have S= U,D,U: where U, is unitary, D,=diag(lw,l,...,(w,(), and S 
has x i,. . . ,z, as diagonal elements. We may set D, = U,DU~, where U, is a 
diagonal unitary matrix and D=diag(w,, . . . , w,). Then S= UDU’, where 
U= U, U, is unitary; U= [uii]. By direct multiplying out, (4) now follows. 
Note added in proof. Lie theory undoubtedly affords a vehicle for 
establishing the above results without such an elaborate analysis of cases. 
The preparation of this paper was supported in part by the mice of 
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